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This vital asset class has played an important role in helping businesses and infrastructure projects withstand the pandemic’s economic crisis.

In March of this year, a regional airport that routinely handled a million passengers a month sputtered to a halt. Fleets were grounded by government order. International borders were closed. Passenger traffic plunged to an unheard of 20,000 people per month. With almost no airplanes at its gates, and no travelers in its shops and restaurants, its revenues and cash flow all but ceased. The airport industry had never seen anything like it, not even after 9/11. Airports are both vital infrastructure assets as well as businesses. They have operating costs to pay and debts to service. Because of the pandemic, regional airports were suddenly, like many others across the globe, in danger of default.
The airport had no choice but to turn to its creditors for help. One of its key lenders is the private placement arm of MetLife Investment Management (MIM). With a portfolio that exceeds $90 billion, MIM’s Private Capital Group lends to more than 1,000 issuers around the world, including infrastructure assets as well as companies both publicly and privately held. But MIM has two categories of constituents, of course: the borrowers and the institutional investors that put up the capital, such as pension funds, endowments, foundations and other insurance companies. As the pandemic raged and lockdowns were put in place, the crisis set off individual financial shocks with scores of borrowers. MIM, therefore, had a balancing act to perform: getting borrowers and investors to work together through the emergency.

“Our approach at the outset when COVID hit was to work with our borrowers across the board to make sure their businesses keep going, to keep them solvent,” says Jennifer Potenta, managing director and global head of corporate private placement debt at MIM. “But we have to also make sure that we’re protecting our end clients.”

**Covenant Relief**

“We’re going to need covenant relief.” That’s the first thing the sponsors and managers of the once-busy regional airport told John Tanyeri, MIM’s head of infrastructure debt and project finance, in April. The airport’s loan agreements with MIM contained financial covenants based on cash flow that had to be met or the airport would go into default. And one of the first measures taken was to grant a covenant holiday that would extend to June 2021.

That was no small thing. Financial covenants “are what get lenders to the table to start negotiating with a company during hard times,” Tanyeri says. “Covenants are really what helps protect lenders in a downturn and why the asset class has experienced lower historical loss rates compared to duration-adjusted public corporate bonds.” In exchange for the covenant holiday, the airport agreed to submit itself to regular, rigorous liquidity tests to make sure it had enough cash on hand to keep the lights on. On monthly calls with MIM, the airport’s team would provide a six-month forward-looking view into, among other things, its revenue, cashflow, passenger traffic and capital expenditures. Already, the airport had reduced that spending to “as little as was needed to keep the airport operating,” Tanyeri says.

“In an effort to avoid a default, it was extremely important for us to partner with the equity sponsors to help them through this period, trying to give them the leeway—or the runway—to survive this,” Tanyeri says. In the end, MIM’s clients were compensated for its flexibility and the equity maintained its ownership and the long-term value of the asset.
Bespoke Agreements

Potenta says MIM’s teams across its private-placement group strove to treat all of its borrowers struggling in the crisis with a consistent approach, though, she adds, MIM also prides itself on the bespoke nature of its loan agreements. One of her portfolio borrowers is a large private company that operates in the hospitality industry, and MIM has had a borrowing relationship with them for decades. It normally has billions of revenue and strong cash flow. But the pandemic erased virtually all of that. Among other survival measures, the company eliminated its dividend payments, applied for federal relief programs in order to bolster liquidity if needed and furloughed tens of thousands of employees. “With this company in particular, that was a brutal decision,” Potenta says. “It’s a hospitality company; people are everything to them.”

All this wasn’t enough, however. There were near-term liquidity concerns: The company also had a debt maturity coming due. And so, in addition to waiving covenants, Potenta’s group refinanced its debt with the company, giving the business a dose of incremental liquidity with which to pay down that near-term debt maturity. MIM typically lends into the long-term, unsecured portion of a business’s balance sheet. And so, in exchange for the covenant waivers and the refinancing, MIM became a secured lender, taking a lien on company assets.

Preparing for Recovery

Many are seeking to take advantage of the current low-rate environment to borrow more from MIM in order to build up dry powder in preparation for an eventual recovery. Potenta attributes performance amid the crisis to a lending mantra of “transparent management teams and business models with strong cash flow that stand the test of time.” Before entering a transaction, she adds, “We look back to past recessions to see how these businesses performed and the actions that management took.” Further, infrastructure projects MIM loans to are often backstopped by equity sponsors. “We believe these are solid companies that require temporary relief,” Tanyeri says.

The pandemic has highlighted the desirability of private placement debt as an asset class, says Thomas Metzler, managing director, institutional client group, MetLife Investment Management. He says private placements have long offered institutional investors three key potential portfolio benefits: diversification, a liquidity premium over equivalent public fixed income and covenants that help provide downside credit protection. “We believe, now more than ever, you want those three attributes within your portfolio.”
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Disclaimer

This article has been sponsored by and prepared in conjunction with MetLife Investment Management (“MIM”) solely for informational purposes and does not constitute a recommendation regarding any investments or the provision of any investment advice, or constitute or form part of any advertisement of, offer for sale or subscription of, solicitation or invitation of any offer or recommendation to purchase or subscribe for any investments or investment advisory services. The views expressed herein do not necessarily reflect, nor are they necessarily consistent with, the views held by, or the forecasts utilized by, the entities within the MetLife enterprise that provide insurance products, annuities and employee benefit programs. Subsequent developments may materially affect the information contained in this article. Affiliates of MIM may perform services for, solicit business from, hold long or short positions in, or otherwise be interested in the investments (including derivatives) of any company mentioned herein. This article may contain forward-looking statements, as well as predictions, projections and forecasts of the economy or economic trends of the markets, which are not necessarily indicative of the future. Any or all forward-looking statements may turn out to be wrong. All investments involve risks including the potential for loss of principle.

Past performance is not indicative of future results. No representation is being made that any investment will or is likely to achieve profits or losses or that significant losses will be avoided. Investments in private placements involve significant risks, which include certain consequences as a result of, among other factors, issuer defaults and declines in market values due to, among other things, general economic conditions, the condition of certain financial markets, political events or regulatory changes, and adverse changes in the liquidity of relevant markets. Investments may be subject to periods of illiquidity, and such securities may be subject to certain transfer restrictions that may further restrict liquidity. Accordingly, no assurance can be given that, if an investor were to seek to dispose of a particular private placement investment that he/she could dispose of such investment at the previously prevailing market price. Any person contemplating corporate private placement investments must be able to bear the risks involved and must meet the qualification requirements of the underlying investments.
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